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1. Introduction 
Oberst [15], Laudal [8], Watts [20] and Andr6 [1] have shown that derived 
functors of colimit define a homology theory for Rat, the category of small 
categories. In this paper, we show that, up to natural isomorphism, there is only one 
such homology theory. 
The homotopic (as different from homotopy; see Section 2) category of the 
functor category Y/" of (semi-) simplicial sets is shown to be equivalent o the 
"corresponding" homotopic ategory of Rat, by constructing a weak homotopy 
(WH) inverse F:YC--.-~ qCat of the nerve functor N:  qgat----~Y{. This is done by 
defining natural transformations 
rl" : NF--~ 1~ 
"0': FN-:--~ 1~,, 
such that the morphisms corresponding to each object are equivalences in the 
respective homotopic ategories. This enables us to use the uniqueness of homol- 
ogy in Yg (see [2], [12], [13], [5; Appendix II]) to prove uniqueness of homology for 
COat. The functor F°P: N---~ Rat occurs in a construction of Segal [19]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some basic construc- 
tions and definitions, including the notions of weak homotopy in Rat and the 
homotopic ategory of Rat. F is shown to be the WH inverse of N in Section 3: that 
NF is weak homotopy equivalent (WILE) to 1 follows from the fact that NF 
satisfies the hypothesis of the subdivision theorem (Theorem 1), and that FN is 
WIlE to 1 follows easily from the definition of WIlE in Rat. Section 4 contains 
axioms for a homology theory on Rat and an existence theorem for such a 
homology theory, while Section 5 does precisely the same thing for homology in Y/'. 
In Section 6, a homology theory on Rat is shown to be unique by comparing such a 
theory with the unique homology theory on Y/" [2]. The comparison uses both 
functors N : Rat ~ YC and F : Y{ ~ qCat. Appendix I contains an outline of the proof 
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of the subdivision theorem, and Appendix II consists of a comparison of WHE 
Axiom for the unique homology theory on ~ with the usual form of the Homotopy 
Axiom. 
I would like to express my appreciation to A. Heller and J. Milnor for many 
fruitful conversations about this problem. I am also indebted to N. Vance for 
suggesting a more elegant proof of Theorem 3 and to R. Fritsch for suggesting a
simple and much shorter proof of Lemma B. 
2. Preliminaries 
The following Kan-type construction isused in several contexts (see [5; II, 1.3]). 
Lemma A. Let SC be the category of sets, c¢ a cocomplete (i.e., arbitrary colimits exist) 
category, D a small category, and 0 : D--> ~ a functor. Then there exists an adjoint 
pair 0 -~ So, where 
So : --, (D °p, 5e) 
is the 0-singular functor from ~g to the functor category (D °p, 6 e) defined by 
So(A) = ~(0_ ,A)  for A E ob~; and the 0-realization functor 
:(D op, 
is its left adjoint. 
Let A be the small skeletal category whose objects are the finite ordinals and 
morphisms are order-preserving functions [5; II, 2]. The functor category (A °p, 5") 
of simplicial sets is denoted by ~. 
In particular, when ~ = ,9{ and D = A in Lemma A, 0 has the following explicit 
description [7]: Let X be a simplicial set. The k-simplices of 0X are equivalence 
classes [x, u] of pairs (x, u) with x E X and u ~ (0 [dimx ])k, where the equivalence 
relation is generated by 
(o) (x,(Oa)v) (x(a)x, v). 
The boundaries and degeneracies act on the second component. 
The Milnor geometric realization functor I I: ~- '> 3-op [12], 3"op the cocomplete 
category of CW complexes, can be viewed as a realization functor in a "Lemma A" 
situation. If z : A ---> 3op is given by z([k ]) = A k, the standard k-dimensional affine 
simplex in R k÷~, for each [k] ~ obA, then l I :~  ~rop is the left adjoint of the 
singular complex functor S, : 3"op---> X [12]. 
Another "Lemma A"  situation arises from the full inclusion functor ~ : A ---* ~at 
from A to cocomplete category ~gat, where each finite ordinal [k] is itself 
considered as the small category with objects {0, 1,2, . . .  k} and a unique mor- 
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phism u ~ v for each pair u ~< v. The nerve [unctor N" COat--* Y/" is the t-singular 
adjoint of categorical realization c" Yt'---> ~at. In fact, cN ~ 1 [5; 11,4]. For each 
small category C, NC is the simplicial set whose k-simplices, (NC)k, are diagrams 
in C of the form 
a 1 a 2 ak  (1) ~.n0--------~ pl > p2 > " " " > pk-1 pk. 
The ith-face (resp. degeneracy) of this k-dimensional simplex is obtained by 
deleting the objects p, (resp. replacing p, by 1 :pi--->pi) in the evident way. In 
particular, since ~ : A --, COat is full and faithful, 
(2) N[k]=CCat (L , [k l )=A( - , [k l )=a[k ] ,  
where ,4 [k] = ,4 (_, [k]) is the Standard k-dimensional representable simplicial set 
having one non-degenerate k-simplex and having all faces and degeneracies 
generated freely. Since Y/" is the functor category (,4 or,, St), the Yoneda Lemma 
insures that each simplicial set can be realized as a colimit, or specifically as a 
coend, of these representable simplicial sets [10; IX, 6], i.e., for each X E obY{, 
f 
k 
(3) X= A [k l . Xk. 
Define the representable functor R: '4- -*Y{ by R[k]=A[k] .  Let B= 
IN- I :  COat--* J-op denote the Segal classifying space functor [18]; then BC is the 
CW complex whose k-cells are in one-to-one correspondence with nondegenerate 
simplices of NC, i.e., those for which no arrow of (1) is an identity. 
Similarly, the functor y :A - -~ COat defined as a "comma category" functor 
~/([k]) = (A ,I, [k]) °p, gives rise to another pair of adjoint functors; S = S~ : COat---> 
and F = "~ : Y( ~ COat. For X E obY/', FX is the small category of simplices of X : an 
object is a pair ( [k] ,x)  with x E Xk, and a morphism ([k],x)---->([m],y) is a map 
/x : [m]---> [k] in A such that X( iz)x = y. 
The two functors ~/: A ~ COat and ~ : A ~ C~at are related by a natural transfor- 
mation "first", r / :3 , - -~t ;  i.e., for each [k], r/k :3,([k])---~([k]) is the functor 
defined by r/k (a : [p] ~ [k ] )= a (0)~ [k]. Using adjoint functor theory and using 
the theory of coends, we describe in Section 3 how r/ induces natural transforma- 
tions r/' : FN-A  cN -= 1 and 77": NF -~ 1. These natural transformations will be used 
in showing that F : Y/" ~ ~at is a WH inverse of N : COat ~ Y/'. 
Strong homotopy (SH) in Y/" is the equivalence relation generated by: .f - g iff 
there is a simplicial map h:XxA[1] -+Y such that houo =[  and hour=g,  
where u, = l xN(8').(8':[O]---->[1] is the injection which skips the ith place, 
i = 0, 1.) Since the Milnor geometric realization is compatible with products [12], 
the canonical map ] X x A [ l l  I----~l X I x I is a homeomorphism because IA [111 = I 
is a finite complex. Hence I I :~  flop preserves trong homotopies. However,  
Mi lnor's geometric realization is not full, even when factored through the homotopy 
category 5g/~ of simplicial sets; i.e., ill : lxl--, I  Y I may be a homotopy equiva- 
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lence (HE) in 0-op, but no simplicial homotopy inverse exists (see [4], [16]). Gabriel 
and Zisman [5; IV] define the homotopic ategory K' of simplicial sets to be the 
category of fractions in Y{/ -  of the set of anodyne extensions (see [5; IV] or 
Appendix II) and show that Y{' is isomorphic, via the Milnor geometric realization 
functor, to a full subcategory of the homotopy category f lop / -  of CW complexes 
[5; VII, 1]. We use this expanded homotopy relation: f, g E ~(X, Y) are weakly 
homotopic (WH) iff I f [ i s  homotopic to [gt in ~op. 
Suppose F, G ~ C£at (C, D). Each natural transformation to: F ~ G corresponds 
to a functor O5 : C x [1] --~ D such that o5 o (1 x 6 °) = F and o5 o (1 x 8 ~) = G. Since 
N : C£at----~ commutes with products, Lee [9] shows that NF ~ NG whenever 
such a natural transformation exists. Furthermore, because N:  C£at---~ Y{ is fully 
faithful, NF ~ NG in Y{ implies the existence of a natural transformation 
to : F--3 G. Hence, the strong homotopy relation in C£at, i.e., symmetric transitive 
closure of natural transformation, corresponds to SH in Y/'. For example, whenever 
a small category C has an initial or terminal object t, it is strongly contractible (SC); 
i.e., C is SHE to [0], the terminal category of ~£at which has one object and only the 
identity morphism. If J : [0 ]~ C is the inclusion functor such that J (0)= t and 
T : C ~ [0] is the terminal functor, then JT = 1 and there is a natural transforma- 
tion to : 1 --3 JT. 
As in the case of simplicial sets, BF:BC ~ BD may be a HE in flop without 
F :C~ I) being a SHE in ~gat (see [16]). The corresponding homotopic ategory 
(Cdat)' is defined to reflect he expanded weak homotopy relation in Y{ : F, G E Cdat 
are weakly homotopic iff NF and NG are equal in Y', or equivalently, iff BF and 
BG are homotopic in ~-op. 
3. Weak homotopy inverse 
Let X be a simplicial set. Then NFX is the simplicial set having k-dimensional 
simplices 
(NFX)E ={(([n],x);[nk] "k>[nk_,] >'--  >[nl] "'>[n])}, 
where (([n], x) [nk] ,,k ~,, ; ~ [nk-1] -* - -"  ---* [n,] ~ [n ]) represents the diagram in FX 
/,L 1 , k  . . .  
, . . . . .  , ak )x ) .  
Boundaries are defined by composition or deletion, and degeneracy maps are given 
by "insertion" of identities, in the second component 
~k P' I  
, - - -  , [n l ] - - - - , [ , , ] .  
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If f" X--~ Y in ~, then NFf" NFX--~ NFY  is the simplicial map defined by 
(NFf)k ((([n],x) [nk] "* , , , In1]  . . . .  , [ . ]>)  
=<([n] , fn (x ) )  , > [nk-1]  ' > [n i l  . . . . , [n ] ) .  
From the explicit description of NF:Y{----> ~:, it is easily seen that NF is the 
0-realization functor of a "Lemma A" situation when D = A and c~ = ~:  Define 
O:A----> ~ to the composition of NF with the representable functor R :A---> ~. 
Then u E(NFA [n])k is represented by a sequence u = (/z0,/zl,...,/xk) of mor- 
phisms in A such that /ZoO/Z~o/z2o..-o/zk is defined and /z0EA[n]. The equiva- 
lence class [x, u] in 0X of the pair (x, u) (see (0)) corresponds to the simplex 
(([nol, "' , Ink_ , ]  , . . .  
in NFX. The next lemma follows immediately from the fact that left adjoints, in 
particular 0-realization functors, commute with colimits. 
Lemma B. NF" Y{----> Y{ is cocontinuous, i.e., NF commutes with colimits. 
We note that F(A [k])= F(A (_, [k ])) is the small category whose objects are 
{a :[p]--->[k]lp>~O}. The morphisms of F(A[k]) can be described as triples 
(a ' , /z ,a)  such that a ' / z=A( tz , [k ] ) (a ' )=a.  Hence F(A[k])=(A $[k] )  °p. 
Clearly, 1 E A([k], [k]) is an initial object in F(A[k]) since (1, a, a) is the only 
possible morphism between 1 and a. Thus F(A [k]) is a SC category; and since 
N:  C~at---> ~ preserves trong homotopies, NF(A[k]) is SC as a simplicial set. 
Hence the following lemma holds. 
Lemma C. For each k/>0, F(A[k]) is SC in C~at and NF(A[k]) is SC in ~. 
Although NF" ~----> ~ is a left adjoint, NF preserves monomorphisms in ~. This 
follows easily from the definition of F" ~---> :~at and from the fact that N" C~at ---> 
is a right adjoint. 
Lemma D. NF " Y{---> Yd preserves inclusions in Y~ ; i.e., if X '  is a subsimplicial set of 
X, then NFX' is a subsimplicial set of NFX. 
In order to prove that NFX and X are WHE for every simplicial set X, and that 
this WI lE  is natural, we show that there exists a natural transformation r/": N--~ 1. 
Recall that (N, c) and (S, F) are adjoint pairs arising from the Lemma A situation 
using the inclusion functor ~ :A--->C~at and a "comma category" functor 
y:A---> C~at, respectively. The natural transformation "first" r/:7--:-> ~ yields by 
corriposition a natural transformation between singular functors 
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(4) r/1 :N -~ S. 
Using naturality of adjoint functor theory [10; IV, 7], there exists an induced 
natural transformation between corresponding left adjoints 
(5) n2 : F ~ c. 
Next, composition with N : C~at---> ~ yields a natural transformation 
(6) r/3 = Nr/2 : NF-  Nc 
of endofunctors of ~f. Composition of r/3 with the representable functor R : A --> 
gives 
(7) 7/4 : NFR --~ R, 
since NcR([R])= Nc(N[k] )= N[k]  = R[k]  by (2). Lastly, because NF :X--~.Yf 
commutes with colimits, 7/, is a natural transformation between representing 
functors, and each simplicial set is a colimit of representable simplicial sets (see (3)), 
r/, extends to the natural transformation 
(8) 77": NF -:> 1~. 
Hence NF:~f----> ~ satisfies the hypotheses of the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 (Subdivision Theorem). Suppose Sd : ~--~ ~ is a functor such that 
(i) there is a natural transformation p : Sd- R -=> R ; 
(ii) Sd(A [k]) is contractible for every k t>0; 
(iii) Sd commutes with colimits; 
(iv) Sd preserves inclusions in ~r. 
Then there exists a~unique xtension of p to a natural transformation 
p": Sd-:-3 1~ 
such that p ~:: SdX -~ X is a WHE for every simplicial set X. 
Proof. See Appendix I. 
Theorem 2. 7/~" NFX ~ X is a WHE for every X E ob j .  
Thus F :~- -~ Cgat is a right WH inverse. 
Next, by composing ,12 : F-:~ cwith N : Cgat ~ ~ on the right, we get the natural 
transformation 
(9) 71' : FN- : ->  cN - l ¢at . 
Theorem 3. r/~" FNC ~ C is a WHE in Rat, for each small category C. 
Proof. By the definition of WHE in Rat, it suffices to show that 
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N(r  I ~)" NFNC ---> NC 
is a WHE in K. But, from (6), (9), the uniqueness of r/", and the fact that cN ==- 1, 
N(r/~) -= N(r/2N)c--- (Nr/2)Nc -- 7/~,c. 
But Theorem 2 insures that 
I !  ° rl Nc NFNC --~ NcNC "" NC 
is a WHE in Yr. 
Hence F is a WH inverse of N. 
Remark. There exist other functors from Yf to C~at which are WH inverses of N. 
For example, parallel constructions and arguments for the functor o:A ~ C~at 
defined by p([k]) = A ~, [k] show that P = t5 : Yf---* qgat is also a WH inverse for N. 
In this case, the original natural transformation ~b:p ~ r picks out the "last" 
element; i.e., 4,k :p( [k] ) - - -~([k]) is  given by ckk(a : [p] - - * [k] )=a(p) .  
4. Rat homology axioms and existence 
A subcategory C' of the small category C is admissible if all morphisms of C with 
domain in C' are in C'. Such a C' is necessarily a full subcategory of C. The category 
of admissible pairs and obvious morphisms i denoted by A (C~at). A small category 
C is identified with the admissible pair (C, 0), where 0 is the empty small category. 
Remark. When P is the category of a poset, an admissible subcategory corresponds 
to a subposet which is the union of "terminal" segments of P. If G is a group, then 
the only admissible subcategories of G are 0 or G itself. 
A homology theory for C~at is a functor h : A (COat)--* Mb z from the category of 
admissible pairs to the category of graded abelian groups together with a natural 
transformation 8 of degree -1 ,  i.e., 
a, :h ,(C, h,_,(C') 
for every admissible pair (C,C'), such that a variation of the standard 
Eilenberg-Steenrod-Milnor axioms ([3], [13]) are satisfied: 
(i) Dimension Axiom. If [0] denotes the trivial one point category, then 
A, .if k = 0 
hk([0])= 0, if k >0 
where ho([0]) = A is called the coefficient group for the homology theory (h, 8). 
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(ii) Exactness Axiom. Let i : C'--> C and j : C----> (C, C') be the obvious inclusion 
morphisms in A (~at). Then there is a long exact ,sequence 
• . . - - - -~hq(C ' )~hq(C)  hqti)>hq(C,C')---~hq_l(C') , . . .  
(iii) Homotopy Equivalence Axiom (WHE Axiom). If F:(C,C')--->(D,D') is a 
WILE, i.e., BF and BF/BC'  are both HE in flop, then 
hF : h (C, C')----> h (D, D') 
is an isomorphism in Mb z. 
(iv) Excision Axiom. Let C1 and C2 be admissible in C. Then the inclusion 
morphism 
i : (C2, C, n C2)--> (C~ U C2, el)  
induces a corresponding isomorphism of graded homology groups, where C, O C2 
and C, U C2 are admissible subcategories of C making the following square 
bicartesion in C~at: 
C~ n C2 > CI 
11 
C~ > CI 1,3 C2. 
(v) Strong Additivity (Milnor) Axiom. Suppose {Ca I a E I} is a collection of small 
categories. Then the inclusions {ua : Ca ---> II Ca} induce the isomorphism 
~h(ua) :®h(Ca)---> h(L.ICa) 
of graded abelian groups. 
Remark. The usual Strong Homotopy Axiom (SH Axiom) can be derived from the 
WI lE  Axiom [3]. Although there do not appear to be enough strong homotopies, 
i.e., natural transformations, in COat, an "abstract nonsense" argument (see 
Appendix II) shows that the SH Axiom implies the WHE Axiom for the (unique) 
homology theory defined below. 
For each A E obMb, define A c,c, : C--~ Mb by 
A, if p~obC' 
(A c.c,)p = 0, otherwise 
on objects and in the obvious fashion on morphisms. C' admissible in C guarantees 
that A c.c, is a well-defined functor. 
The following well-known theorem shows that there exists a homology theory for 
~at. 
Theorem 4 (Existence). (H, 0) is a homology theory for ~at, where 
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H,(C,  C'; A )= L, colim (A c,c,), 
L. colimc : sgbC--~ ~b being the left derived functors of colimc :s~bC--* s~b. 
Proof. See [81, [15], [20]. 
5. Homology for simplicial sets 
Similarly, A (~)  denotes the category of admissible pairs of simplicial sets: an 
object (X,X') is a pair with X'  a subsimplicial set of X and a morphism 
f:(X,X')-->(Y, Y') is a simplicial map f:X--> Y such that f(X')C_ Y'. The 
simplicial set X is identified with the admissible pair (X, 0). A homology theory for 
is a pair (h,O), where h :A(K)--->,.~b z is a functor and 0 is a natural 
transformation of degree -1 ,  i.e., 
satisfying the Eilenberg-Steenrod-Milnor axioms ([3], [13]): 
(i) Dimension Axiom. If A [0] is the "one-pointed" representable simplicial set 
then 
A, if k =0 
hk(A[O])= O, if k>O 
where ho(A [0]) = A is called the coefficient group for (h, 0). 
(ii) Exactness Axiom. For (X, X')  admissible, there is a long exact sequence 
• .. > hq(X ' )~ hq(X)---~-> hq(X, X') aq> hq_,(X') >-. .  
where i, j are the obvious inclusions. 
(iii) Excision Axiom. If X', X" are subcomplexes of X, then the inclusion map 
i :(X',X" ¢q X')---~ (X' U X",X") 
induces a corresponding isomorphism of graded homology groups. 
(iv) Strong Homotopy Axiom (SH Axiom ). If f, g : (X, X')--> (Y, Y') are SH, i.e., f 
is SH to g and f /X '  is SH to g/X', then 
h(f) = h(g) :  h(X, X')--~ h(Y, V'). 
(v) Strong Additivity (Milnor) Axiom. Suppose X is the disjoint union of 
{X~ [ c~ ~ I} with inclusions u. : X, --> X. Then 
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® h(u,~) :@ h(X~)--> h(X) 
is an isomorphism in ~b z. 
As in the case of the homotopy axiom for C~at, the SH Axiom is equivalent to a 
WHE Axiom (see Appendix II). 
(iv)' Homotopy Equivalence Axiom (WHE Axiom). If f :(X, X')----> (Y, Y') is a 
WHE, i.e., both If[ and If/x'l are HE in 9"op, then 
h(f) : h(X,X')---> h(Y, Y') 
is an isomorphism in ~b z. 
Let A be a fixed abelian group. If X ~ obgg, then we obtain a chain complex 
C(X; A )  of abelian groups: 
C_~(X;A)= (~ Ax, 
xEXk  
where Ax = A ;  with boundary 
dk : C~(X;A)-->Ck_I(X;A) 
given by the usual alternating sum of the face maps. Defining C in the evident way 
on simplicial maps, we obtain a functor C : ~---) C (~b) ,  from simplicial sets to the 
category of chain complexes of abelian groups. This induces in the usual way a 
functor C : A(gg)---~ C(~fb), i.e., C(X,X';  A)  is the quotient of C(X) by C(X'). 
Let H :  C(~b)---~..~b z be the standard homology functor and H also denote the 
composition H o C :A  (~)--* ~b z. It is well known that (H, a) is the homology 
theory for ~. 
Theorem 5 (Uniqueness). If (h, 0) is a homology theory for ~f, then h(X, X') and 
H(X, X'; A)  are naturally isomorphic, where A = ho(A [0]). 
Proof. See [12], [13], [21. 
A calculation using the canonical coflabby resolution of A c.c, (see [17], [14], 
[15], [8]) shows that the following holds. 
Theorem 6. Let (H, O) be the unique homology theory in Y~ /or the abelian group A 
then 
N 
A (~at) , A (.7/') 
>,,/; 
~b z 
commutes up to natural isomorphism. 
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Proof. See [171, [14], [151, [201. 
6. Uniqueness of homology for Rat 
In order to prove the uniqueness of homology for Rat, we develop some of the 
properties of F" Y----> Rat. 
Lemma E. F commutes with pullbacks. 
Proof. Consider 
Z d -X  ~--P--> Y -~ Z 
a pullback diagram in ~. Then Pk =((x,y) l ] 'k(x)= gk(y)}_C Xk × Yk. Let P be a 
small category such that 
FZ < r~ FX  ( P > FY  r~ > FZ  
is a pullback diagram in <Cat. Clearly FP is included in P. Suppose (([k],x), 
([m], y)) @ obP, i.e., 
(([k ], x), ([m ], y)) ~ (obrX x obrY)  
such that 
(Ff)([k ] ,x )= ([k ], fk (x)) = (Ira ], gm (y)) = (Fg)([m ], y) 
in FZ. Hence, k = m and fk (x )= g,(y). Thus (([k], x), ([m], y)) in P corresponds 
uniquely to ([k], (x, y)) in FP and FP = P. 
Remark. Although F commutes with pullbacks, F does not commute with 
products ince F does not preserve terminal objects, i.e., F(A [0]) is equivalent to A, 
not [0]. 
Lemma G. F extends to a functor between admissible categories, i.e., (FX, FX')  
obA (C~at). 
The lemma follows easily from the fact that X'  is a subsimplicial set of X and the 
definition of morphisms in FX. This functor between admissible categories is also 
denoted by F. 
Theorem 7. If (h, O) is a homology theory for C~at, then 
232 
A(~)  
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F ~..ff (COat) 
~b z 
commutes up to a natural isomorphism. 
Proof. We verify that (h o F, c~) satisfies the axioms for a homology theory in ~ : 
(i) Dimension Axiom. By Lemma C, F(A[O]) is SC, i.e., F(A[O]) is SHE [0]. 
Because the WHE Axiom implies the SH Axiom (see Appendix II), the homotopy 
and dimension axioms for h imply the dimension axiom holds for h oF. 
(if) Exactness Axiom is a direct consequence of Lemma G and the exactness 
axiom of h. 
(iii) Excision Axiom. Since F is a left adjoint, it commutes with pushouts. Lemma 
E implies that it commutes with pullbacks and hence with the bicartesian square 
XO Y - -~X- '~XU Y~- -Ye -X  N Y. 
Excision for h yields excision for h o F. 
(iv)' WHE Axiom. Since the SH Axiom for K is equivalent o the WHE Axiom 
(see Appendix II), we verify that the WHE Axiom holds for h oF. Suppose 
f : (X, X')--~ ( Y, Y') is a WHE in A (~). By definition of WI lE  in COat and ~, Ff is a 
WHE in COat iff BFf = [ NFfl is a HE in 9-op iff NFf is a WHE in Yr. By Theorem 2, 
the natural transformation r/": N-:-3 1 yields the following commutative diagram 
NFX Nrl "> NFY  
X" ~Y 
with three sides WILE; and thus, NFf is a WHE. Similarly 
NFf/NFX' : NFX'---, NFY'  is a WILE. Hence NFf : (NFX, NFX')----~ (NFY, NFY')  is 
a WIlE in A (~) ,  as required. 
(v) Strong Additivity Axiom. Since F commutes with colimits, strong additivity for 
h oF follows from the corresponding strong additivity for h. Thus (h oF, 0) is a 
homology theory for ~;  and by Theorem 5, (h oF, 0) and (H, ~) are naturally 
isomorphic. 
Theorem 8 (Uniqueness). If (h, ~) is a homology theory for C~at, then h ,(C, C') is 
naturally isomorphic to H,(C,C' ;  A),  where A = ho([0]). 
Proof. By Theorem 3, rI~'(FNC,FNC')-~(C,C') is a WHE in A (COat). Hence the 
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WHE Axiom implies h (C, C') = h (FNC, FNC'). By Theorem 7, h (FNC, FNC') ~- 
H(NC, NC'; A). But Theorem 6 insures that H(NC,  NC';  A)  -~ H(C, C'; A). 
Remark. It is well known ([20], [15], [8], [14]) that more general coefficient 
categories ~4 for (h, 0) can be chosen - -  any AB4 abelian category with enough 
projectives uffices. In this case, if 
(c°p, (c ,d ) - ,  
is a generalized tensor product, then AZ (~)c-: (C, ,d)----> ,d and colimc : (C, ,d)---> 
are isomorphic as functors, where AZ is the constant diagram of type C °p and value 
Z. Thus their respective left derived functors, TorC(AZ,_) and L, colimc are 
isomorphic. Hence parallel definitions and arguments to those used in the case 
for ~b yield the corresponding Uniqueness Theorem, where H, (C ,C ' ;A )= 
L,colimc(A c,c,) and A C ob j .  
Remark. If ~ is a complete abelian category, then a cohomology theory for COat 
with coefficients in ~ is defined by "dualizing" the definition of a homology theory: 
a cohomology theory is a contravariant functor 
h : A *(C~at)--> ~3 
from a "corresponding" category of admissible pairs to the category of graded 
-objects, along with a natural transformation ,9 of degree + 1, i.e., 
O* : h *(C')--> h *+'(C, C ') 
for each admissible pair (C, C'), such that the dual axioms of those for a homology 
theory for COat (see Section 4) are satisfied. Thus a cohomology theory with 
coefficients in ~ is simply a homology theory with coefficients in the dual category 
~°P. Hence, if ~ is any AB4* abelian category, dualization shows that a 
cohomology theory for C~at with coefficients in ~ is unique up to a natural 
isomorphism, and is, in fact, isomorphic to the right derived functors of the 
(inverse) limit functor, 
lira: (C °p, ~3 ) --> ~,  
C 
of an appropriate diagram over C °p ([13], [14], [15]). 
Appendix I. The Subdivision Theorem 
In order to prove the Subdivision Theorem (Theorem 1), we use repeatedly the 
following result in the "folklore" which appears implicitly in a paper of Heller [6]. 
Theorem 9 (Heller). I f  
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X ~Y ~P< Z~ X 
X '  ~ Y '  ~ P'  ~ Z '  ; X '  
is a commutative diagram in 21{ with the rows pushouts, with X----> Y and X'----> Y '  
inclusions, and with f, g, h WHE,  then r : P----> P' is also a WHE ; i.e., the pushout of 
a WHE is itself a WHE.  
For the remainder of this section, we assume that Sd:~---->.9/" is a functor 
satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1; i.e., 
(i) there is a natural transformation p:SdoR--:> R between representing 
functors; 
(ii) Sd(,4 [hi) is contractible for every n/> 0; 
(iii) Sd commutes with colimits; 
(iv) Sd preserves inclusions in ~. 
Lemma H. There is a unique extension of p : Sd o R ---3 R to a natural transforma- 
tion p" : Sd ---3 1. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the facts that Sd 
colimits and each simplicial set X is equivalent to a colimit 
representable simplicial sets (see (3)). 
commutes with 
f~ ,4 Ik loX~ of 
Lemma I. p'~tk]:Sd(,4[k])---> ,4[k] is a WHE for every k >10. 
Proof. Since both Sd(,4 [k ]) and ,4 [k] are weakly contractible, any simplicial map, 
and in particular p,~[k], yields a WHE.  
A subcomplex V of A [k ] is said to be starlike if there is a collection of faces (i.e., 
monomorphisms of ,4 ) A = {a : [p ] - *  [k]} such that all the faces have a vertex in 
common, such that A generates V, and such that A is maximal in V (i.e., A is 
maximal if whenever /3 E A is a face of t~ E A, then /3 = a). For example, the 
starlike subcomplex A '  on A = {8' "[k - 1] >-* [k ] l i~  r} is called the r-horn. 
Lemma J. I f  V is a starlike subcomplex of A [ k ] on A,  then p ~,: Sd V ~ V is a WHE.  
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the number n of faces in A, using a 
standard representation of V as a starlike subcomplex V' on n - 1 faces of A and a 
representable simplicial set A[m].  The hypotheses of Theorem 9 are satisfied 
because Sd commutes with pushouts, Sd preserves ubobjects, and Lemma I holds. 
Hence p ~, is a WHE.  
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Using analogous arguments for the standard pushout diagrams which represent 
the boundary of za [k] and the k-skeletons of X, we get the following results. 
Lemma K. I f / i  [k] is the boundary of the standard simplicial set A [k], then 
p~'tkj : Sd(/i [k ])--~ zi [k ] 
is a WHE. 
Lemma L. If X k is the k-skeleton of the simplicial set X, then 
p ~ : Sd X k ~ X k 
is a WHE. 
Since p~" SdX ~ X is a WHE when restricted to each skeleton, it follows from 
f t  • Whitehead's theorem that p x. SdX---, X is a WHE. This completes the proof of the 
Subdivision Theorem. 
Appendix II. Equivalence of the WHE Axiom and the SH Axiom 
In this section we outline a proof of the fact that the WHE Axiom and the SH 
Axiom of the unique homology theory (H, 0) for ~f, and hence, by definition, for 
the unique homology theory (H, 0) in Rat, are equivalent. That the WI lE  Axiom 
implies the SH Axiom is well known and follows from an argument due to 
Eilenberg and Steenrod [3; p. 12] and the fact that the WH relation properly 
includes the SH relation. 
Theorem 10. The WHE Axiom implies the SH Axiom for (H, a). 
Although there do not appear to be enough strong homotopies in Y/', the 
following argument, due to Gabriel and Zissman [5; Appendix Two, 1], shows that 
the SH Axiom implies the WHE axiom. 
A set S of monomorphisms of ~ is called saturated if the following four 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) All isomorphisms belong to S. 
(ii) If 
X-A'y. - - ,  p ~t.Z ~... X 
is a pushout diagram in ~ with f E S, then g E S; i.e., S is stable under pushouts. 
(iii) ,If there exists a commutative diagram 
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X " >Y  
X'  "' ~Y  
I) 
)X  
t~' ) X t 
such that vu = 1, v'u'= 1, and fE  S, then g E S; i.e., each retract of a monomor- 
phism in S is in S. 
(iv) S is stable under countable compositions and arbitrary direct sums: if 
fi : Xi ~ X,+~ is in S for every i ~> 1, then uz : X~ ~ colim Xi is in S; if {fi, : X,, ~ Y,,} 
is a family of morphisms in S, then U fa :U Xo ~ U Y,~ is in S. 
Clearly, the intersection of all saturated sets containing a given set of 
monomorphisms M is saturated. It is called the saturated set generated by M. In 
particular the set A of anodyne xtensions of K is defined to be the saturated set 
generated by the set of all inclusions of r-horns into standard representable 
simplicial sets, 
B = {ur.k :A'---~A[k]l l~k,O<~r<~k}. 
Note that each ur.k is a SHE since A" is SC onto the rth vertex and A [k ] is SC by 
Lemma C. 
Recall that the homotopic category ~ '  is the category of fractions of the 
homotopy category ~/ -  of this set A of anodyne xtensions and that Gabriel and 
Zisman [5; VII, 1] showed that 2/" was equivalent to ~ modulo the WH relation. 
The SH Axiom for (H,a) insures that H:A(~r) - - -~tb z factors through the 
homotopy category ~/ - .  Hence, in order to prove that the WIlE Axiom holds, it 
suffices to show H[ : HX~ HY is invertible in ~b z whenever f ~ A. 
Let E denote the collection of all monomorphisms s : X ~ Y in Y{ such that Hs 
is an isomorphism of ~b z. The functoriality of H:A(5~)----~tb z and the Strong 
Additivity Axiom trivially insure that E satisfies conditions (i), (iii) and (iv) above. 
That E satisfies condition (ii) follows from an "abstract nonsense" lemma on 
pushouts in the category C(~b)  of chain complexes of abelian groups (see [5; 
Appendix Two, lemma 1.3] for detailed statement). Hence E is a saturated set. B is 
contained in 2: by the SH Axiom, because u,.~ is a SHE for all k i> 1 and 0 ~< r <~ k. 
Thus A C E and the WHE Axiom holds. 
Theorem 11. The SH Axiom implies the WHE Axiom for (H, 0). 
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